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Contact us and start today.

Truly making a brighter world – it doesn’t happen 
from a distance. You need to see it up close and 
have a plan. PBA gives you the foundation with a 
multi-disciplinary approach to study, coupled with  
a classroom that spans the world. Your light 
develops and grows as you acquire the skills of  
an economist, policy expert, entrepreneur, 
philosopher and theologian. So a brighter you 
will be ready to shine, and know how to create 
sustainable development that lifts us all and  
causes real-world change.

You have unique gifts. We help share them  
with the world.
Highlights of our program include:
+ International fieldwork placement
+  A multi-disciplinary approach to development, 

focusing on markets, government policy and 
helping people flourish. 

+ Open to undergraduates of all majors
+  Leads to careers in NGOs as well as  

businesses abroad
+  A dynamic learning environment focused  

on innovative solutions
+   Specialized concentrations of study  

selected by you

The world needs your light.
To make it happen, you’ll work with a highly-trained 
faculty with years of international experience as you 

negotiate with foreign nationals to bring the plan  
to life. You’ll be there, on the ground, to witness  
the opportunities created and lives made brighter.

Supporting your desire to shine.
Experience life in the field while you study.  
Step seamlessly into your profession. 
+  43 credit hour degree completed in our  

West Palm Beach campus and in the field. 
+  Specialize your degree with a selected 

concentration
• Applied Cultural Studies
• Development Economics and Finance
• Development Policy

+ Earn an M.B.A. in an extra semester

Potential employers and professional paths.
They value our graduates for strong foreign  
field work experience, business skills and a  
faith-based approach.
+   Faith-based and non-faith-based non-

governmental organizations (NGOs). 
+  Corporations with a commitment to corporate 

social responsibility (CSR) doing work in the 
developing world.

+  Graduates’ own mission-driven companies,  
and companies focused on social 
entrepreneurship.


